
Use Cases

With OpCon’s Fiserv Premier integration, you’ll get faster, more accurate 
processing from the Fiserv Premier platform while spending less time 
managing it. As a result, you’ll give your IT team time back to focus on strategic 
and growth initiatives instead of day-to-day operational tasks—saving you 
money, time, and resources.

Automate ACH batch posting

Users can enable full automation of ACH 
transaction batch posting and control overrun 
and processing dates, which are needed for 
jobs like overnight processing.

Trigger complex workflows

Self-service automation empowers users to 
trigger complex workflows with the push of 
a button, freeing the IT team from common 
requests and allowing them to scale their 
output.
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Consolidate database scripting

OpCon’s dedicated SQL agent provides a 
consolidated mechanism for all your database 
scripting and related activities, manageable 
through the OpCon interface.

Filter critical Premier messages

Message Management filtering rules make 
it easier for OpCon users to identify Premier 
software messages that are critical for 
automated balancing functions.

Orchestrate all IBM i jobs

Our industry-leading, customer-driven IBM 
i agent creates even more value for IBM i 
users by orchestrating all your jobs as tightly 
integrated pieces of your whole environment.

Integrate automation into other 
Fiserv apps and third-party 
programs

Speed up credit card processing, loan origination, 
and more. OpCon manages all workflows and 
processes all FTP and payment activity.



Features
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Message management 
filtering rules

Automated job 
scheduling and ACH 
transaction batch posting

File transfer 
automation

Self-service 
automation 

SQL agent consolidates 
all database scripting 
and related activities

IBM i agent orchestrates jobs 
throughout your environment

Data capture and 
response rules

Event-triggered 
workflows monitor for 
incoming files

Ability to export/
import agent 
configuration data

7 8Execute reliable lights-out 
automation for end-of-day 
processing

Using OpCon’s timesaving, event-triggered 
workflows that monitor for incoming 
files and automatically begin processing 
workflows, IT operations can reliably 
execute lights-out automation for ACH 
processing, end-of-day processing, and 
checking/deposit operations.

Automate financial balancing 
functions

The agent’s Message Management features 
and linked Data Capture and Response Rules 
perform automated financial balancing 
functions by managing computer program 
responses to unique Premier program 
messages.


